
Billy W. Bryant Jr., MSEE 
31621 Star Rd, Rock Falls Illinois, 61071 

(312) 235 - 2290, bbryant@gmail.com 

Summary: 
An experienced Electrical Engineer with an emphasis on Electric Arc Furnace power system 
design, analysis, maintenance and optimization. 

Objective: 
Seeking a position offering diverse technical challenges, opportunities for innovation, continuous 
learning and professional advancement. I am willing to travel domestically/internationally. 

Technical Proficiencies: 

Professional Experience: 
02/01/2013 - Present: SGL Carbon Group, Rock Falls Il. 
Employed as a Senior Manager. Duties include management of customer’s process improvement 
projects. Projects are typically 6-12 months in duration and focus on process efficiency. 

Specific Accomplishments: 
- Development of Matlab based EAF power and control system analysis and optimization 

software. This software has been utilized to improve the efficiency and production of customer 
EAFs globally. Wrote documentation and training for the software and provided training to 
several colleagues. Wrote a paper on the technology and presented it at an international trade 
show in Dusseldorf Germany. 

EAF Control 
Systems:

AMI DigitArc/SmartArc, Spie Empere, Danieli, Concast, Robicon, EMC

Power System 
Components:

Power transformer specification, testing, installation, commissioning, 
maintenance, static VAR compensation, harmonic filters, capacitive 
correction, protective systems, SF6/oil/air/vacuum circuit breakers.

Power System 
Analysis:

Three phase analysis, load flow, power quality (flicker, harmonics, stability), 
voltage stability, short circuit analysis, symmetrical components, per-unit.

Metering/
Measurement:

PT/CT circuits, portable/fixed 3 phase power metering/data logging.

Software: Matlab, LabVIEW, PSpice/Spice, ETAP, AutoCad, MS Office, MS Project.

Automation 
Components:

Allen Bradley/ABB/GE PLCs, SEL, RSLogix, HMI/SCADA, RSView, 
Wonderware, ControlNet, Profibus, Ethernet, RS-232/485, OPC, Modbus.
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- Developed, wrote and submitted two patents to the USPTO: “Method and Algorithm for 
Dynamic Selection of Electric Arc Furnace Control Set-Points” and “Method for Detection of 
Loss of Electric Arc Furnace Measurement Reference.” 

- Developed software in the ruby and java programming languages to communicate with, filter 
and log data from electrical power quality meters and programmable logic controllers. 

06/01/2010 - 02/01/2013: Sterling Steel Company, Sterling Il. 
Employed as the plant Electrical Engineer. Duties included capital project management and all 
aspects of power system design, improvement and maintenance. The facilities power demand 
was 150 MW with voltage classes up to 345 KV. 

Specific Accomplishments: 
- Developed/revised electrical maintenance plan for the facility. 
- Developed/revised electrical schematics for the facility. 
- Modification of 34.5 KV substation for dual bus dual breaker supply of 20 MW ladle furnace. 
- Designed and installed digital power metering system covering entire facility. 
- Revamped main 14.4 KV power distribution control and protection system. 
- Specification, Engineering and installation of 1650 KW DC power substations. 
- Developed improvement plan to increase production rate and decrease production cost. 

10/01/2009 - 06/01/2010: Consultant, Muscatine Ia. 
Founded and operated a small business providing consulting services to the steel industry. Duties 
include all aspects of business development, budget and schedule management. 

Specific Accomplishments: 
- Developed three phase circuit analysis algorithm and software to perform power system 

analysis of Electric Arc Furnace (EAF) power systems including load flow, power quality, 
voltage stability and short circuit analysis encompassing the transmission level to the arcs 
(http://www.billybryant.net/eafat). 

- Modeled and analyzed client power systems to resolve power quality concerns related to EAF 
operation (flicker, harmonics, voltage stability). 

- Performed process analysis and developed specification for new EAF transformer to meet 
client production goals. 

- Developed and submitted Small Business Research and Innovation grant proposals to the 
National Science Foundation and Department of Energy to propose research and development 
of dynamically optimizing EAF control. Research proposals were jointly submitted with the 
University of Iowa Department of Electrical Engineering. 

06/01/2009 - 10/01/2009: Nucor Steel, Memphis Tn. 
Employed as the Plant Power Systems Engineer. Duties included maintenance of all power 
system components, EAF process improvement and Engineering support of maintenance. 

Specific Accomplishments: 
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- Diagnosed multiple issues with power system. Developed a simplified redesign of the facilities 
power system that  improved reliability and reduced maintenance costs. 

- Developed preventative maintenance plan for power system components. 
- Developed model of EAF power system. Utilized model to optimize EAF performance and 

efficiency. 
- Successfully replaced 120 MVA EAF transformer after fault. 
- Diagnosed misconfigured protective relay after EAF transformer fault. 
- Repaired and balanced 155 MVAR static var compensator (SVC) after local wildlife contacted 

bank of capacitors. 
- Completed SEL protective relaying course. 

02/01/2006 - 06/01/2009: Gerdau Ameristeel Corporate Technology Group, Tampa Fl. 
Employed as a Process and Technology Manager. Duties included traveling to all of the 
companies US and Canadian facilities, as well as several in Brazil to optimize EAF efficiency. 
Experience includes work with conventional AC and DC EAFs and Consteel. 

Specific Accomplishments: 
- Balanced limited schedule and travel budget against organizational improvement goals, project 

schedules, independent research/innovation and requests for technical assistance. 
- Modeled and analyzed all of the EAF power systems for the companies North American 

facilities and several in Brazil. 
- Routinely provided written and/or oral status updates to the Director of Corporate Technology, 

Chief Operating Officer and other executives. 
- Provided EAF process improvements resulting in a recurring annual savings of $30,000,000 in 

2008 and in excess of $1,000,000 in 2007. Process improvements consisted of increased 
production and/or reduction in energy consumption and consumables (electrode, gas, Carbon, 
etc.). 

- Successfully directed replacement and commissioning of multiple EAF transformers. 
- Worked with multiple utility providers on various issues including rate structures, facility 

expansions and power quality issues. 
- Wrote specifications for multiple EAF transformers. 
- Participated in construction and commissioning of new EAF in Baldwin Florida. 
- Developed expertise with all of the major EAF arc regulation systems. 
- Performed and assisted with many capital expenditure studies and plans including major 

projects such as new Melt Shop design. 

08/01/2003 - 02/01/2006: Gerdau Ameristeel, Wilton Ia. 
Employed as the Melt Shop Electrical Engineer. Duties included all aspects of industrial project 
management, electrical and software engineering and maintenance support. 

Specific Accomplishments: 
- Integrated EAF burner control into AMI SmartArc system. 
- Participated in the development and implementation of the AirLiquide EAF off-gas laser probe.  



- Integrated laser and extractive off-gas analysis systems into AMI SmartArc burner control. 
- Integrated slag analysis system with level 2 reporting system. 
- Developed and commissioned EAF level 1 control system. 
- Developed and commissioned Melt Shop level 2 reporting system. 
- Designed Ethernet subnet for Melt Shop. 
- Participated in multiple maintenance outages. 
- Completed Six Sigma Green Belt Training. 
- Completed Design for Six Sigma Training. 

06/01/2001 - 08/01/2003: Lockheed Martin Air Traffic Management, Eagan Mn. 
Employed as a Software Engineer. Duties included full life cycle development of air traffic 
control software in the C programming language for Solaris, Linux and AIX platforms. 

Military Service: 
07/22/1992 - 11/01/1996: United States Air Force. Served and trained in the USAF as an 
Aviational Electronics (Avionics) Technician for the F-16 and F-4 aircraft. Developed technical 
maintenance expertise with multiple avionics systems. Received an honorable discharge in 
10/1996. 

Education: 
08/2004 - 05/2006: University of Iowa - Master of Science Electrical Engineering 
GPA 3.5/4.0. Focus on optimal control. Masters Thesis topic - Identification, Simulation and 
Optimization of an Electric Arc Furnace. 

08/2002 - 06/2003: University of Minnesota 
Pursued an MS in Software Engineering. Completed 50% of the program prior to relocation for 
work. 

08/1997 - 05/2001: Northern Illinois University - Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering 
Summa Cum Laude - GPA 4.0/4.0. Primary scholastic focus on Power Electronics, Controls and 
Physics. 

Professional Training: 
- Six sigma black belt training: Wiesbaden Germany (2014) 
- IEEE Electrical Safety Workshop: Daytona Fl (2011) 
- SEL Protective Relaying Theory: Ofallon Il (2009) 
- SD Myers 50 Year Transformer Course: Phoenix Az (2008) 
- Electric Arc Furnace Electrical Theory: Porto Alegre Brazil (2006) 
- Electric Arc Furnace Electrical Seminar/Training: Aachen/Kehl Germany (2006) 

Professional Affiliations: 
- AIST: Association for Iron and Steel Technology 



- IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers


